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Euclidean Fermi Fields and a Feynman-Kac
Formula for Boson-Fermion Models

by Konrad Osterwalder1) and Robert Schrader2)
Lyman Laboratory of Physics, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. 02138

(24. I. 73)

A bstract. We define free, covariant Euclidean Bose and Fermi fields and establish their relation
with the corresponding relativistic free fields. Using this correspondence, we prove a Feynman-Kac
formula for boson—fermion models.

1. Introduction
Euclidean scalar boson fields play a fundamental role in the construction of

Lorentz covariant fields. Their importance was stressed by Schwinger [Sc 1, 2],
Nakano [N 1] and Symanzik [Sy 1, 2], whose ideas led to an abstract formulation by
Nelson [Ne 1]. His work has been very stimulating and has provided new results in the
constructive quantum field theory of boson models [G 1], [GRS 1]. Our paper resulted
in an attempt to find a formulation which also incorporated Fermi fields. We introduce
free Euclidean (spin ^) Fermi fields. Starting from a Hamiltonian H in relativistic Fock
space, which describes a Yukawa interaction plus a polynomial boson selfinteraction,
we prove a path space formula. This is the Feynman-Kac formula and it relates
exp[—tH] to exp[—V], where F is a Euclidean action and is expressed in terms of
Euclidean boson and fermion fields. exp[—V] is the generating expression for the
Feynman diagrams in the Euclidean region. Hence the Euclidean fields may be viewed
as creating and annihilating virtual particles.

Euclidean fermion fields involve complications absent for bosons :

I. The Euclidean scalar Doson field (P(x) agrees at time zero with the relativistic
boson field: 0(0, *) 9(x). The Euclidean boson Fock space Sb then contains the
relativistic boson Fock space #"„ ([Ne 1], [Fe 1]). This does not hold for fermions,
i.e. 3Ff 4: Sf and sharp time Euclidean Fermi fields create non-renormalizeable
wave-functions.

II. Euclidean boson and fermion fields transform under the analytic continuation of
the representation of the inhomogeneous Lorentz group to the inhomogeneous
rotation group iS04. (Euclidean group). However, it is necessary to introduce two
independent anti-commuting Euclidean fields W(v> and 'r7'2* corresponding to the
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relativistic fields p and p. These extra degrees of freedom avoid a contradiction
between Euclidean covariance of the fields \Pm and \Pœ, the canonical anti-
commutation relations and the form of the two-point function which has to be
equal to the relativistic Feynman propagator at imaginary times [N 1].

III. In contradistinction to the Euclidean boson action, the Euclidean action V
involving fermions is non-hermitian. The adjoint transformation V -> V* is related
to Euclidean time inversion (see below). This non-hermitian property causes no
difficulty in the physical interpretation.
In spite of these differences :

IV. As for Euclidean boson fields, the action density for charge conserving theories is
abelian. Thus our Feynman-Kac formula for boson-fermion systems gives a
mathematically precise history integral for both fermions and bosons.

The Feynman-Kac formula can be used to define (cut off) Euclidean Green's
functions for the type of interactions considered here. Removing the cutoffs we should
obtain a set of Euclidean Green's functions, satisfying the axioms introduced in
Ref. [OS 2] and thus defining a relativistic field theory model (in the sense of Wightman).

Our paper is organized as follows: We will construct Euclidean fields by starting
with creation and annihilation operators satisfying the usual canonical (anti)-commutation

relations and then defining the fields in terms of these operators. This Fock space
construction will be carried out in Section 3. For this purpose we recall the definition
of a relativistic free Bose field and a free spin \ Fermi field of mass mb > 0 and mf > 0
in Section 2. In Section A we establish the transition from Euclidean Fock space to the
relativistic Fock space. In Section 5 we prove the Feynman-Kac formula for a system
of scalar Bosons and spin \ Fermions coupled by a Yukawa interaction and a polynomial
boson self-interaction. In Section 6 we define approximate Euclidean Green's functions
for a theory with the interaction discussed in Section 5. We verify two of the axioms
introduced in [OS 2], namely positivity and symmetry. To give an explicit example we
consider the well-known XP(9)2 model for small coupling constant À. We show that
the contour expansion estimate, recently established by Dimock, Glimm and Spencer
[DG 1], [GS 1], combined with our results, is sufficient to prove the existence of limiting
Euclidean Green's functions, satisfying all the axioms of [OS 2] and hence defining a
Wightman field theory.

For notational conventions in the relativistic case, we mostly follow Bjorken and
Drell [BD 1]. We write x for a real four-vector (xQ,x,,x2,x3) (#0.*) and we set

xy 2?=o xlyl for the Euclidean scalar product. This paper details the results
announced in [OS 1].

2. The Relativistic Free Fields for Scalar Bosons and Spin \ Fermions

2.1. The scalar Bose field

The one particle boson space 7F^ is represented as £i?2(M3) and the boson Fock
space is the Hilbert space completion of the symmetric tensor algebra over SF^,

3Fb AJ(W>) C © *t» © (W> <8>s W 0 ¦ • • •

The vacuum is denoted by Qb. In the standard fashion we introduce boson annihilation
and creation operators a(k) and a*(k) with the commutation relations [a(k),a*(k')]
S(3)(fe — k'), (for mathematical details see e.g. [GJ 1]). By Hb0 we denote the positive
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self-adjoint free Hamiltonian, defined by

#*,o ja*(k)a(k)p(k)d3k, (2.1)

where p(k) (m\ + k2)112 and mb > 0 is the bare boson mass. The time zero boson field
is given by the formula

<p(x) (2TT)-3'2je-'kx(2p(k))-1/2(a*(k)+a(-k))d3k.

We will also need 'free fields at imaginary times'. For x0 > 0 we define

9(x) 9(x0, x) e-xoHM> 9(x) ex»Hà.o

(2tt)-312 je-""(2p(k)-1i2 («-»o»*) a*(k)+ «*"«(*> a(_fe)) d3k (2.2)

We note that

9(xo,f)=j9(x0,x)f(x)d3x (2.3)

is defined on Range (e~sH>.0), for all s > x0,fe Jrf~ll2(U3), where
-S/4

jr-mUr) {/e ^'(R'O./real,/^!,... kd) I 2 k2 + 11 e J?2(Ud)}.

The anti-time-ordered two-point function for the fields 9 is defined by

.-->, (<9(x)<p(y)>o> ii*o<y0. ,„.,<7>(x) <p(y)>0 1

%„, 4

(2-4)

IW)W>o. if«o>>'o.

where < >0 denotes the vacuum expectation value. Note that 9(x) and 9(y) commute
at equal times, i.e. for x0 =y0- We now use the relation

2p(p) 2tt J p2 + m\
— 00

which is valid for all x0 > 0 and all n 0, 1, 2 Relation (2.5) is easily verified using
contour integration. Thus we obtain

<J9(x) 9>(y)>0 (&r) "4 J e-""^)(k2 + m2)"1 i4£. (2.6)

Cutoff fields are defined by

9K(*)=|vK(*-3')(p(y)rf3y

and

9Jx) e~x°Hl>,o 9Jx) eXoH".o,

where XK(X) *s a cutoff function, e.g.

Xk(*) î I etkxd3k.KkK ' (2tt)3 J
|ft|<K
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Obviously we have

<T9Jx)9Jy)y0= j<f9(x0,x')9(yo,y')y0Xn(x-x')xJy-y')d3x'd3y'. (2.7)

2.2. The spin \ Fermi field

In this section we summarize the theory of a free spin \ Fermi field of mass mf > 0.
Our notation closely follows that of Bjorken and Drell [BD 1].

The one-particle space is #y> C4 ® i?2(R3) and the fermion Fock space is the
Hilbert space completion of the alternating tensor algebra over #y\

9t AJ&-S1-) C © J?» © (SFf» ®„ &M.) q
The vacuum is denoted by Qf. We introduce fermion annihilation and creation
operators b(p,s) and b*(p,s) and anti-fermion annihilation and creation operators
d(p,s) and d*(p,s) for the momentum p and spin %s ±J. They satisfy the anticommutation

relations

{b(p, s), b*(p', s')} {d(p, s),d*(p', s')} 8SS. 83(p - p'),

all other anticommutators vanishing. The free Hamiltonian operator is defined to be

Hf,o= 2 \(b*(p,s)b(p,s)+d*(p,s)d(p,s))co(p)d3p, (2.8)
s-±l J

where co(p) (m2 +p2)i/2; mf>0 is the bare fermion mass. Hf0 is positive and
self-adjoint. The free field p(t, x) is given by

^' X) \kr 2 / \5)\ e~'PX [d*{P'S) V{P'S) eta,U*'

+ b(-p, s) u(-p, s) e-"°cp>'] d3p. (2.9)

There is a unitary representation U(.) of the universal covering group of the
inhomogeneous, orthochronous proper Lorentz group iL\, which is the semidirect product of
5I(2,C) with R4, such that

U(a,A)pjx) £/(a,A)-1 JS~J(A,Ä)pß(A(A,Ä)x + a),
ß

U(a, A) pjx) U(a, A)'1 J P~ß(A(A,Ä)x + a)SßJA,Ä). (2.10)
ß

Here A eSL(2,C) and a bar over a 2 x 2 matrix A denotes its complex conjugate.
Also for any A, B e SL(2, C), z e C4, A(A, B) z is given by

A(A,B) z AzBT (2.11)

with

z 22iCTi' (err- Pauli matrices).

Furthermore

(A,B)->S(A,B) (2.12)
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is a 4-dimensional analytic representation of SL(2, C) x SL(2, C) such that

(a0 + aa 0 \
S(A,A-1T)=[ \, (2.12a)

\ 0 a0 + aaj

(a0 ao\
S(A,AT)=[ \, (2.12b)

\ao a0J

where A =a0 + aa and det A al — a2 1. If we now define

S(p)=sli—(co(p)+pa)) (—Mp)+po)J (2.13)
\\mf J \mf j J

for any real 3-vector p, then S(p) is exactly the matrix given in equation (3.7) of
Chapter 3 in [BD 1]. Hence wr (p), the 4-component spinors given by the rth column of
S(p), are just the spinors for momentum p obtained from the spinors in the rest-frame
by a 'rotation-free' transformation. The spinors

u(p, 1) =w1(p), u(p,—l)=w2(p),

v(p, 1) w*(p), v(p, -1) w3(p),

«x(P,s)= ZßU*(p,s)(y°)ßx,

Vx(p,s) =Zßv*(p,s)(y°)ßx,

satisfy the following completeness relations

2 ujp,s)üß(p,s) — ip+m)xß,
s-±i 2m

(2.14)

2 vjp, s) vß(p, s)= —(p- m)Xß,
s-±l

1

2m

withpo co(p).
Now We define 'free fields at imaginary times' as in the Bose case. For x0 > 0 we set

P(x) <r*oH/.o p(0t x) g*oH/,o

={kT 2 J {^)Te~ipx mp-s) v{p-s) e~Mpyxo

+ b(-p, s) u(-p, s) ««**>*<>] d3p, (2.15)

p(x) e~x<>Hf-o p(0, x) exaHf-° e-xoHM i/»*(0, x) yoex"HM

1 \3/2

2~r/ y [—*-1 e~ipx \P*(P,s) üiP>s) e-»™"*

+ d(-p, s) v(-p, s) <>m<i»*o] d3p.
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Again the operators

4>(xo,f) j 4>(x0, x)f(x) d3x

and

k*o,f) j kxo, *)/(*) d3x

are defined on Range (e~sHf,°), for all s > x0,fe «Sf2(IR3). We now define

/fÎMf,u f <<Â*(X) <rW)>o. if *o<yo.
(jTpjx)Pß(y)y0

(-<My)9xi*)>o, lf x0>y0-

Now we set

YEo ro; yf +iyj (j L 2, 3) and pE= £ Ayf.
j-o

Then formula (2.5) and the completeness relations (2.14) give

1 r (m - ip^^
<Tpjx)pß(y)y0= — a;7^^.(2ft-)* J p2 + w/

In analogy to the boson field we introduce cutoff fields by

9K,x(0,x) jXJx-y)PJ0,y)d3y,

$k..(o>*)-j x*(*-y) $.(<>> y)*y.

and

^.«(x) e-xoHf,° pK<J0, x) ex<>Hr,ot

k,x(y) e-XoHs'° &,..(<>, x) exo»f.oy

such that

<^K,«(X) $K,ß(Y)>o j <f>px(Xo, x') p„(y0, /)>o

x-(*-*')x-(y-yO^«'<*3y- (2-16)

The total Fock space is the tensor product of !Fb and &t,
& &b ® ^>.

The vacuum is ß ß6 (g) ß7. All operators introduced previously are considered as

operators in J5". The total free Hamiltonian is H0 Hb0 + Hf0. We may replace

HbQ and Hf 0 by H0 in the definitions of 9(x), p(x) and ^(x). N will denote the total
number operator in gF :

N ja*(k)a(k)d3k+ £ (b*(p,s)b(p,s) + d*(p,s)d(p,s))d3p.
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3. Euclidean Fields

In this section we introduce free Euclidean boson and fermion fields, which will
be related to the relativistic boson and fermion fields constructed in the preceding
section. These Euclidean fields act in a space S which again has Fock space structure
(see Section 1). The fields transform covariantly under a unitary representation of iS04.

3.1. Euclidean boson fields

The Euclidian Fock space Sb for bosons is defined to be the Hilbert space
completion of the symmetric tensor algebra over gb1} ££2(R4) (the Euclidean one-particle
space),

Sb AJSP-1.

The vacuum is denoted by Qgb. Again in the standard fashion we introduce annihilation

and creation operators ^4(k) and A*(k) :

(A(k) X)-i(ki.... k„_t) n1'2X<">(k,k1(... k.^),
where Xw is the «-particle component of an element X e Sb. Furthermore

[^(k),^*(k')] S(4)(k-k').

The Euclidean boson field is then defined by

<2>(x) (2ft-)-2 j" (k2 + m2)-1'2e-i^(A*Ck) + A(-k)) d4k.

Obviously Euclidean boson fields are commutative, i.e.

[0(x),0(y)]=O, for all x, yeR4.

This is in contrast to relativistic free boson fields, which commute only for space-like
separated points.

As usual these Euclidean boson fields become well-defined (unbounded) operators
only after smearing with some test function/:

0(f) (2tt)~2 J /(k)(k2 + m2)-u2(A*(k) +A(-ls.)) d*k

is a self-adjoint operator in Sb if/e jf_1(R4). In fact, let S>gf0 be the dense set of
vectors having at most a finite number of particles. Then 0(f) is a well-defined
symmetric operator on Qsg 0> H leaves 3)e 0 invariant and any element in 3>ta is an analytic
vector for 0(f). Thus 0(f), which by definition is the closure of 0(f) T S>gt0, ls self-
adjoint. We note that the test function space Jf_1(R4) contains elements of the form

f(x0,x) 8(x0 -t)fjx),
with/i e Jf~1/2(R3) and t arbitrary. Thus 0(f) 0(t,fx) is a well-defined self-adjoint
operator. We call 0(t,-) the Euclidean boson field at time t. This existence of sharp time
Euclidean boson fields was essential in Nelson's construction, see [Ne 1], [Fe 1]. In
our approach it will still be a useful (but not necessary) tool for the construction of a
relativistic field theory from Euclidean field theory.
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The two-point function is given by

<0(x) 0(y)yo (2tt)-* j *-ik<x-y>(k2 + m2)-1 dAk

<f9(x)9(y)y0, (3.1)

(see equation (2.6)). This relation will become crucial in Section 4. If we define

0Jx) j 0(xo,x')xjx-x')d3x',
then relation (3.1) is replaced by

<#*(*) 0K(y)>o <^(x) <r\<(y)>o. (3.2)

(see rel. (2.7)).
We have a unitary representation of iS04 on Sb defined by

UJa,R)Qg,b Qg,b,

Ub(a.,R)A*(k)UJa,R)-1=e-icR»'*A*(Rk), aeR4, ReSO^.

Therefore the field transforms as

UJa, R) 0(x) Uja, R)'1 0(Rx + a).

For notational convenience we shall write U'b for UJ(t,0)A).

3.2. Euclidean Fermi fields

Having constructed a Euclidean Bose field, our aim is to find a Euclidean Fermi
field by a similar procedure. The first ansatz would be to look for a field *FJx) such that

<y.(x) f*(y)>0 J <fpjx) PJy)y0y%.
3

This, however, is not possible, since the right-hand side is non-hermitian, hence a

fortiori not positive definite. A way out is to double the number of fields. More precisely,
we construct two anti-commuting 4-component free fields *r7<1)(x) and \Pi2) (y) such
that

<f<»(x) f«>(y)>0 <Tpjx) pß(y)y0

<T<»(x) «f™>*(y)>0 8tJ 8xf 8mf(x - y),

<Vx»(x)Vy(y)y0 0. (3.3)

Here < >0 on the left-hand side denotes the vacuum expectation value in the Euclidean
Fock space Sf and

r e-tp(x-y)
sm/(x - y) (2tt)-4 ——2-xTd*p.r J (p2 + m2)112

Also

m'>(x),^)(y)} 0,

{¥™>(x), Vp*(y)} 28xß 8U 8m/(x - y). (3.4)
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We choose the one-particle Hilbert space §(i, \Q De

€(P © M,,
3-1

where each 3fj is isomorphic to «Sf2(R4). Alternatively

ge» ~ c8 ® jS?2(R4).

Then the Euclidean Fock space Sf for fermions is defined to be the Hilbert space
completion of the alternating tensor algebra over S{1),

gf Ajê\P).
The vacuum is denoted Qg<f. We introduce fermion annihilation and creation operators
B(p,j) and B*(p,j) (peM4,j'=l,...4) and anti-fermion annihilation and creation
operators D(p,j) and D*(p,j) (p e U*,j 1,...A), satisfying the anticommutation
relations

{B(p,j), B*(p',j')} {D(p,j), D*(p',j')}
o,ro<4>(p-p'),

all other anti-commutators vanishing. B*(p,j) is the creation operator related to the
one-particle space Jf} (j= 1,... 4) and D* (p,j) is the creation operator related to the
one-particle space 3fJ+4 (j =1,...A). In order to construct Euclidean spinors, which
will give us the fields, we define a matrix SE(p) in analogy to the matrix S(p) (2.13).
Namely for p0 + |p| # 0 we set

II l \l/2 / \1/2T\
S*(p) =sU—(Po + ipa)\ ,\—(Po + ipo)\ I (3.5)

(see (2.12b)). We note that the sphere |p| const, in R4 and the mass shell

VI {p e U*\pl-p2 m2>0; Po>0}

are dual symmetric spaces [H 1]. An easy calculation gives

11 —-^ pa

j—; pa î
\p\+Po

Note that SE(p) is homogeneous of order 0 in p. We have the important relations

SE(p)*=SE(p)-1=SE(Po,-p), (3.7)

YES^y^S^p)-1, (3.8)

SE(p)\p\yE0SE(p)-1=pE. (3.9)
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In particular SE(p) is a unitary matrix, hence all matrix elements are uniformly
bounded by 1. Now for a >0 define the four-component spinors w{(a) (j 1,...4) by

w\(a) \ \, w2(a)

(—ta ± mf)1/2
1/2(—ta ± mf

ia ± mf)1/2

w|(a)=| J, wt(a)
(ta±mf)1/2

0

and set

UJ(p)=SE(-p)wi(\p\),

VJ(p)=SB(-p)wi(\p\),

ÛJ(p)=wi(\p\)TSE(p)-1,

VJ(p)=wi(\p\)TSE(p)-1,

i.e.

Ul(p)=2S?ßi-P)*>ißi\p\). (3-10)

etc. Then (* denotes the complex conjugate)

I ui(p) uj(p)* i WM vJß(p)* 2 vite) ûite)*
i-l 3-1 3-1

2 vite) vite)* Up2 + mf)112- (3-11)
3-1

Also

2 Ui(-p) Ûi(p)
3-1

2 SEy(p)w{J\p\)wiJ\p\)SEß(p)-1
3,y,e

¦ 2 SE„(p)(-i\p\ yEo + m^SfJp)-1 (-ipE + mf)xß. (3.12a)
y.«

Similarly

I Vite) H(-P) - -HP* + »,)„. (3.12b)
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We are now prepared to define the Euclidean Fermi fields Wa) and Wi2) :

V«>(x) (2ft)-2 V — —- {D*(p,j) Vi(p) + B(-P,j) UJJp)}d*p,
j^J (p2 + m2.)1'2

¥«2>(x) (2ft-)-2 S f j^-^rrrz {B*(p,j) Ufa) + D(-p,j) Vi(p)}d*p. (3.13)
*-i J (p + my)1/2
3=1

Using relations (3.11-3.12) it is easily checked that these fields satisfy relations (3.3).3)
If we define

n?x(x) jW(xo,y)xK(x-y)d3y,

we have (see (2.16)) :

<f«>(x) !P23(y)>0 <f&.„(«) PKiß(y)y0.

Using the relations in (3.4) it is easy to see that W{P(f) is a bounded operator for all
fejfcu2m

jf£»/2(R4) {/e £f"(Ui),f(p)(p2 + 1)"1/4 £ ^2(U4)},

with

||¥T(/)|| < 2(2,r)-4 J (p2 + mjV^lfte) \2d*p.

Now let/e J*?2(R4) and; 1, 4 be arbitrary. Then B*(fj)QgJ and D*(f,f)QgJ
span the one-particle space. For given/,;' define fx and gx by

fxte)=SE(-p)j1wP(\p\)-1te2 + mj)1'2f(p),

gxte)-SE(p)XJwiJ\p\)-1(p2 + m2y'2f(p).

Then fx,gx e Jfc1/2(R4) if/e i?2(R4) and

^(/.i)0*./-2ïïu(/Jû#./.

ß*(/,i)^./ 2^2)fc)ß,./-
a

This proves the following lemma.

Lemma 3.1. Vectors of the form

¦ nw^(fky.Qg,f, hex^m,
span the n-particle space.

As usual : : denotes Wick ordering.

3) When we presented this material at the New York meeting on constructive quantum field
theory (Sept. 1972) F. Guerra informed us that he has constructed similar fields.
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We conclude this section with a discussion of the covariance properties of the
fields. For this purpose we will have to deal with the universal covering group iSO^ of
iSOi which is the semi-direct product of R4, considered as an additive group, and
SU(2) x S 17(2) :

(a, (ux, u2)) e iSOt o a e R4, ux, u2 e SU(2).

The unit element is (0, (HJ)). The group multiplication is defined by

(a, (ux,u2))(a!, (u[,u'2)) (a + R(ux,u2)a', (uxu'x,u2u'2)).

Here R(ux,u2) eSOt is given by R(u,,u2)x x' with

(—ix'o + x'a) ux (—ix0 + xa) u2, (3-14)

(compare with 2.11). We will show there exists a unitary representation Uf(-) of «S04,
such that Qgj is an invariant vector and

U,(*. (ui,u2)) V<»(x) Uf(a, (ui.u,))-1

IS-^u.,u2) VP(R(UX,u2) x + a),
ß

Uf(*. (ux, u2)) y<j»(x) Uf(n, (ux, w2))"»

2 Wß2\R(ux,u2)x + a)SßJux,u2). (3.15)
ß

S is given by (2.12).
Comparing this with relation (2.10), we see that these transformation properties

are in agreement with the axiomatic formulation for the Euclidean Green's functions
([OS 27], Section 6). Of course (3.15) is consistent with the value of the two-point
functions. Note that S (ux,u2) is unitary for all ux, u2 e SU(2). The relations

yES(u, uT) yE S(u_1, Ü)

yES(u, ü) yE S(u, ü)

ueSU(2);ü u-1T

(see (3.8) and (2.12a)) easily show that f<2) transforms like "rya)*yf. To construct this
representation, we first note that the translation group is unitarily implemented by
defining Uf(a) through

Uf(a.) Qgtf Qgtf,

Uf(A) B*(p,j) <7/(a)-i e-l**B*(p,j),

Uf(a) D*(p,j) !7/(a)-1 e'"" D*(p,j), (3.16)

making (3.15) true for translations. In order to define UJux,u2) for ux,u2 eSU(2), we
have to introduce a 'Wigner rotation' [W 1]. First we note that the subgroup

& {(u,u)\ueSU(2)}

of SU(2) x S 17(2) is isomorphic to S(7(2) and is the subgroup of S 17(2) x S£7(2) which
leaves the point (1,0,0,0) invariant under the transformation given by (3.14). For
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ux,u2 eSU(2), p e R4 define the element (u(ux,u2,p), u(ux,u2, p)) e ^ by

(«(«i, u2, p),ü(ux,u2, p))

(\P'\1/2(Po+ip'<t)-112, \p'\1/2(P'o+ip'cy)-ll2T)-(ux,u2)

¦ i\p\-i/2(Po+ipoy2, }p\-l/2(p0+ipay>2T), (317)
where p' R(u,,u2) p (in particular |p'| |p|). Setting

T(ux, u2, p) S(u(ux, u2, p),U(ux,u2, p)

the fact that S(¦,¦) is a representation of SU(2) x SC/(2) gives

T(ux,u2, p) SE(R(ux, u2) p)-1 S(ux,u2) SE(p)

SE(-R(uu u2) p)-^«!, u2)SE(-p). (3.18)

We are now in a position to define Uf(ux,u2). We set

Uf(u,,u2)Qgtf Qgf,

Uf(ux,u2) B*(p,j) UAui.uJ-1 2 B*(R(uuu2) p,f) Trj(ux,u2) p),
3'

Uf(ux,u2) D*(p,j) U^uJ-1 J Tjj.fa.un.p)-1 D*(R(ux,u2) p,j'). (3.19)
3'

Relation (3.18) immediately shows that this is a representation. Noting that

w±3-iW\) Tv3iui,u2,V) TrJux,u2;p)w{J\p\)

and again using relation (3.18), the covariance properties (3.15) of the fields are easily
verified. We may incidentally note that relations (3.16) and (3.19) exhibit Uf(a)
Uf(ux,u2) Uf(a, (ux,u2)) as an induced representation on Sf [M 1]. (The representation

is highly reducible.)

3.3. The total Euclidean Fock space

The total Euclidean Fock space is the tensor product of Sb and Sf :

The vacuum is Qg Qgb (g) QgJ. All the operators introduced previously are now
considered as operators in S. The unitary representation of iSOA is defined by

t/(a, (ux,u2)) UJa,R(ux,u2)) (g) Uf(a,ux,u2).

We shall write U* for U((t,0), (1,1)). Also we introduce the total number operator
in<f:

Ng f A*(k)A(k)dAk + J f B*(p,j) B(p,j)d*p + 2 \D*(p,-j) D(p,j)d*p.
¦> 3-lJ 3-lJ
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4. Relativistic and Euclidean Fields

In this section we show how to reconstruct 3F, 9, px and px from the corresponding
Euclidean quantities S, 0, Y^1' and Wx2). In a theory involving only scalar Bosons it
is possible to identify SF with a subspace of S. The Euclidean field 0 at time zero (see
Section 3.1) restricted to that subspace becomes the free field 9 at time zero, see [Ne 1]
and [Fe 1]. This procedure, however, does not work for fermions, mainly because the
fermion operators are not well-defined at sharp times. Our procedure generalizes the
methods used in [Ne 1] and [Fe 1].

We introduce the 'subspace of positive times' S+ of S. On S+ x g+ we define a
sesquilinear form (X, Vy (®X, Y). Here & is a unitary involution on S, which may
be interpreted as a time inversion followed by charge conjugation. The form < > turns
out to be positive semi-definite. The set Jf of vectors X with <jX, Xy 0 is a closed
linear subspace of $+, thus {cf+\Jf,<j >} defines a pre-Hilbert space, whose closure can
be identified in a natural way with the Fock space !F. Using this identification, we can
reconstruct anti-time ordered products of operators cp, p and p in STF from the
corresponding ordinary products of 0, Wa) and f(2) in ß+. Using the time translation
group U' in S we construct a contraction semigroup on SF which turns out to be

exp [—tH0] ,iort> 0.
This transition from S+ to SF will be used in Section 5 to prove a relativistic

Feynman-Kac formula for systems with boson-fermion interactions.

4.1. Reconstruction of the Fock space 3F

We start our construction by defining the unitary involution 8. Set #x (—x0 x).
Our aim is to find a & such that

&Qg Qg,

&0(X)@-I 0(dx),

0uw>(x)0-i 2u™-°(#x)*(yo),*
ß

iryo-t,Yo)tm (4.1)

We define the linear operator 0 by :

®Qg Qg,

®A(\i)®-1 A*(77k),

@B*(p,j) O'1 2 B*(êp, k) CkJ(-p),
k

&D*(p,j) &-1 J CJk(p) D*(-&p, k), (4.2)
k

where C(p) is defined by

1 / 0 -ipa\
C(P) 777 V • (4-3)

p\\tpa 0 /
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We have C(p)* =C(p) ; C(p)2 1. Thus C(p) is a unitary involution and therefore &
has the same property. The relations in (4.1) now follow from the definition of the
fields, from the relation (3.7) and the fact that

<(\p\)CJk(p)=Cjk(p)wU\p\)*,

for all; and k. Also

SE(-p)-1yoSE(-t}p)=C(p).

The following relation is easy to verify

Ö: n !PÎ«(A) u 0(h,):Qg= : Tl (f<3-'*> y0)at(êfk) Tl 0(M,):\ Q,

*

g,

where

A 6 Jf-1/2(R4); A^jf-^R»), n,meZ+, (êf)(x) =f(êx).

For given r,s(r < s) we define subspaces <fr s of S by <f
P s

closed linear hull of

I n m s

¦ n ww(fk) n *(*,) : #^; A 6 ^fr-s1/2 ; A, e ^fr,1
*-i ¦ 1=1

where

Jfr", ={he JfJU4); supp A c [r, s] x R3}.

We shall write ê+ for S0,» an(i <^- f°r <^-<*>,o- With this definition we have

^ <^r,s <^r+t,s+l ; ®^r,» $-s,-r-

Note also that @UC U~l&. Next we introduce the notation

5«'>(/.a)-n f«>(/,),

ï/(0yo(/,a) 2^°(/.P)n(yo)/,J,«J,

*(*) n *(a,),i-i
for

a=(ai,...«x), p (j3i,...)3x)

/=(A,---A). h (hx,...hM); K.MelV
/j6#-"2(R4),
A^^f-^R4).

Then we define <f° to be the linear hull of the set of all vectors of the form

:¥"»(/, a) y«>fe,p)<P(lk):fl, (4.4)

a-(alf. ..««). CL=(ßx,...ßL); K,L,MeZ+,
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with

fi,g3^Xö%2; Kezfö1«.

S% is dense in S+ by definition. Using a similar notation in Fock space, the set of
vectors

:P(f,a.)P(g,p)9(h):Q, (4.5)

with a, ß, /, g, h as above, is total in SF. Its linear hull will be denoted by SF°.

Remark. It is instructive to note that the vector in (4.5) may be written as

:P(€f,a)P(eg,p)tp(eh):Q,

where e/= (efx, ef2, and e/is defined by

*f(P) =fi-Mp),P)
for fermions and

eh(p)=h(-ip(p),p)

for bosons. The existence of ef is guaranteed by the support properties of /. An easy
calculation shows for example

~««\ w(p) T UÈSlH i*V(P)= .2a_ f-Zjdpo.
n J Pl + co(py

— 00

Thus for/e Jfö,1</2, e/is in £C2(U3), which is the correct test function space for the time
zero fermion fields and similarly if hejfo^, then eh is in Jf"1/2(R3), which is the
correct space of test functions for free time-zero boson fields.

We now define an operator W0 mapping cf° into SF°. We set

W0 : W(1\f, a) WC2>(g, ß) 0(h) :QS : P(f, a) }(g, ß) 9(h) : Q. (AA)

By linearity, equation (4.6) defines W0 on S%. The following lemma justifies the
construction of &.

Lemma 4.1. Let X, Y e <?°. Then

(W0X,W0Y) (6X,Y). (4.7)

Note that the scalar product on the left-hand side is taken in SF, where as the scalar
product on the right-hand side is taken in S.

Proof. It is sufficient to prove relation (4.7) for vectors X and Y of the form
(4.4), i.e.

X :W^(f,a)W^(g,ß)0(h):Qg,

Y : \Pa>(f,a') f(2)(g', ß') 0(h'): Qg.
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We use relation (4.1) to compute the right-hand side of relation (4.7).

(BX, Y) (Qs, : y<» y0(8s,*ß) f<2> y0(»/, 9"«) <P(»Ä) :

x:W1\f',a')WC2\g',ß')0(h')Qg), (4.8)

with

«/=(*/*..•• *A).

9-a= (ax,...ai),
for

/= (A. ••¦/*).

a= (a1(...aK).

Now we use Wick's theorem (which of course remains true for Euclidean fields) to
write equation (4.8) as a sum of products of the form

<(^(1> Yo)ßMk) Vg(g'r)>0, <0r"2) Yo)xßfk) KVD>0.

<0(Mk)0(h'r)yo.

Using relation (3.3) we may replace

<(YwYo)ßt(#gk)Yß2)r(g'r)>0

by

<T(Py0)ßk(&gk)hr(g'r)>o

and hence by

<(lrVo)#t(^?#'r(g9>0.

because êgjxo, x) is non-zero only if x0 < 0 while g'r(yo,y) is zer0 unless y0 > 0, and
therefore the anti-time ordering operator T is unnecessary. Similarly it follows that
we can replace

<(^(2)Yo)XkWk)WiPjf;)y0

by

<i$Yo)xkWk)hrifr)>o,

and

(0(fthk)0(h'r)yo

by
<9(&hk)9(hi)y0.

Now we use Wick's theorem in the other direction to conclude that

(BX, Y) (Q,: foofrgM) ho(*f. *») Vi*h)-

x:p(f,*')P(g',p)9(h'):Q). (4.9)
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Finally we use the definitions of p, p and 9 to verify

(J>Yo)ß(&g)* fa(g), (fo>o)x(W* k(f), 9(M)* 9(h). (4.10)

Inserting relations (4.10) into (4.9) we obtain

(8X,Y) (W0X,W0Y),
which proves lemma 4.1.

Now let X e <g°+, then \\W0X\\2 (&X,X) < \\&X\\ \\X\\ < ||X||2, using the unitarity
of &. Thus ||W0|| < 1 (a simple argument shows that in fact ||FT0|| 1), and W0 can be
extended in a unique fashion to an operator W from all of S+ into SF with ||W|| < 1.

The range of W, denoted by SF+ is dense in SF. Let Jf be the non-trivial kernel of W.
Then

Jf {X:Xe S+, (BX, X) 0}

is a closed linear subspace of S+. The quotient space SAJ<" equipped with the positive
definite sesquilinear form

({X},{Y})jr=(BX,Y)
is a pre-Hilbert space, whose closure we denote by SF. For X an element in S+ we write
{X} to denote the equivalence class of A"mod Jf in <g+\Jf. Defining P as the mapping
from S+ onto^ê+\Jf <= # which maps X eS+ onto {X} e SAJf, we can write W as
WP, where W is an isometry from s¥ onto SF. In order to relate our construction to
the formalism introduced by Nelson [Ne 1], we remark that, in case only bosons are
present, each equivalence class {X} contains exactly one time zero vector (which does
not exist for fermions). Since (&X, Y) (X, Y) for time zero boson vectors, SFb can be
identified with Jf1-, the 'time zero subspace' of Sb, and the operator P can be interpreted
as projection onto Jfx. In our more general set up a natural embedding of SF in S does
not seem to be possible.

4.2. Reconstruction of Wick ordered polynomials. The free Hamiltonian.

In this section we show how to reconstruct field operators and Wick ordered
polynomials in the field operators in SF from corresponding objects in S.

Let S(t) he a Wick ordered polynomial in the cutoff fields W^.% and 0K and let
£(x) be the same expression as S(x) but with W9~l(x), WÇ2l(x), 0Jx) replaced by
pXK(x), pXK(x), cpjx) respectively. Set g(x) £(0, x). Then |(x) e~x°H° £(x) ex°H<>. When
smeared out with sufficiently smooth test functions A(x), S(h) and i;(h) are operators
defined on the dense domains

3>t Q Ss(Nf) czs, S> H 3>(Nn) c &,

respectively. If h(x0, x) has the support in [0, œ) x R3, then S(h)Qg is a vector in S+.

Lemma 4.2. Let SJx) and £f(x) be defined as above and suppose all h, have support
in [0, œ) x R3 and are smooth enough such that SJhj) and it(hj) are operators defined on
the dense domains 3sg cz g and Q) cz SF respectively (i 1,...N). Then

W IT BJhi) Qg=T\U ijht)\ Q. (4.11)
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Remark. T again denotes the anti-time ordering, i.e.

(N ä \ 'l '"-1 N

n ^,(a,) 2 ± j dtx j *2... j dtN_x n hn,tjt:, %i) dx,
I * 0 O 0

X Sir</WN> *tf) • • • 6it(l)(^l< *l)>

where 2* means summation over all permutations tt of N elements. Also the sign
depends on the number of transpositions of Fermi fields. The proof of the lemma
follows from arguments used in the proof of lemma 4.1. In order to construct the time
zero field operators in SF, we use a limiting procedure. Let X e Srx D tS+ for some

t > 0 and let h(x0, x) Xw,ti(xo)g(x) where X[s,t] is the characteristic function of the
interval [s,t]. Then using lemma 4.2 we obtain

£fe) WX lim-lbfccMiS) WX lim - WE(Xl0,tlg) X, (4.12)
t-»0 t t->0 t

for £(g), |(x[o,«]g). E(Xio,tig) defined as above. Equation (4.12) defines £(g) on the dense
set W({JZ>0 <ft>00 fl $+). In particular we can define the cutoff fields. The next lemma
shows how to reconstruct the free Hamiltonian from the Euclidean time translation :

Lemma 4.3. For t > 0 and X e S+, we have

WUtX e-'H»WX.

The proof follows from equation (4.11) and the linearity and boundedness of W.

5. The Feynman-Kac formula

In this section we prove a relativistic Feynman-Kac formula for a system where
scalar bosons and spin ¦£ fermions are coupled through a Yukawa interaction and a
polynomial boson self-interaction. We start with some technical preparations. In what
follows P(x) will denote a real polynomial of degree 2n, the leading coefficient being
equal to one. We define

Kit.g) A J: P(0Jt, x)): g(x) d3x f 9(N})-,
t + A

K(t,g)= j K(r,g)dr,
t

PK(g) A J: P(9Jx)):g(x) d3x [ ®(N*)~

o<g<i, ge&^n3)!) se2(u3), a<o.
Remember that

0Jt, x) j 0(t,y)xjy - x) d3y r ®(Ny2y

self-adjoint operator in i, if th
le for

Xjx) (2tt)~3 j e"<*d3k.

is a self-adjoint operator in S, if the cutoff function is in ^f_1/2(R3). For example this
is true for

l*i<«
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Standard arguments (see e.g. [GJ 1] show that Pjt,g) and Pz1(t,g) (respectively PJg))
are self-adjoint operators, bounded below by a constant CK depending on k, and
essentially self-adjoint (e.s.a.) on 3>(Ng) <= S (respectively 2iï(Nn) <= #). Thus for s > 0,
exp[—sPJt,g)] and exp[—sPJg)] are quasibounded semi-groups of self-adjoint operators.

Furthermore

s — lim exp
m

kt \ m t kt-,g\ s -- lim II exp — P* -m m->oo k=l m ,m

exp
f

\PK(r,g) dr (5.1)

Relation (5.1) follows using the Duhamel formula and the fact that

lim —
m

2 kt
-,g

m
\PK(r,g) dr

in 9)(Ne). Since PJO.g) leaves <f+ invariant, lemma 4.2 implies

WPJ0,g)X=PJg)WX,
for

Xe£+n@(PJ0,g)). (5.2)

Let z he in the resolvent set of PK(0,g). Again since PJ0,g) leaves S+ invariant, the same
is true for (z + PJ0,g))-\ Set X (z + PJO^))'1 Y for Y e g+. Then (5.2) gives

WPJO.g) X + zWX PJg) WX + zWX,

and hence

W(z + PJO.g))'1 Y=(z + PJg))'1 WY.

But then we also have for any s > 0

We-sP«c°><»Y e-sP*MWY. (5.3)

The discussion of the Yukawa part of the interaction is a bit more complicated because
the Euclidean action turns out to be a non-Hermitian operator. We define the following
operator in @>(Nt) :

Q(k,K) A' f^4^A(x) 2: ÎP23W¥<»(x):0(x)
J a

and set

Qi(t,g) Q(h,K)

ii
H*) y.u,t+*i(xo)gix),

where g(x) is as above and Y[S|t] is the characteristic function of the interval [s,f]. Using
the relation BNgB-1 Ng, it is easily verified that in D(Ng)

Q(h,K) &Q(êh,K)*&-1. (5.4)
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On 2i(NetH°), f>Owe define

QK(t, g)=X' \ g(x) d3xZ: pXiJt, x) pxJt, x) : cpjt, x)
J a.

e-tHoQJg)etHo,

where QJg) =QJ0,g) is e.s.a. in 2)(N). We also define the doubly cutoff Euclidean
Yukawa action Qi0tK(t,g) to be the same as ®i(t,g) but with W^jjx) replaced by
W^'l Jx) where k0 denotes a cutoff in the #0-direction. The following estimates are
standard, see e.g. [GJ 1], proposition 1.2.3.

WQiit.gHN. + l^W^C^, (5.5)

IK,*(^)(^ + 1)-1/2I!<C2,K0,K, (5.6)

ll<?Kte)(^o+l)-1/2ll<C3,K, (5.7)

\\[Qi(t,g) - Qi0.Jt,g)] (Ng +1)-1!! < p(K0)Ct,K,

with

lim p(k0) 0. (5.8)
K0^oo

For fixed g and k, these estimates are uniform when / and A vary in a compact set. They
are strong enough to permit the construction of an exponential exp(—Qi(t,g)) and to
relate it to exp(-t(H0 +Q(g))). Write Q,QKQfor Qjjt,g) and Qi^Jt,^respectively and
set Q'Ko Q — QKo. Then for any neZ+

IIQ"ß,ll IKQ-. + <X„)n£y < 2 U m«°r{Q«<>rkQ^
fc-0 \ /

< J (* J \\Q'KB(Ng+l)-l\\k\\OK0(Nt + i)-ii2\rk
fc=0 \ /

x (3(n) ...3(n-k + l))(3.(n - k)... 3.2)1'2

2(n\ n\
(p(Ko) CAkCTk 3"

jp\o) » z ykj ({n_k)l)i,2

< (6(1 +C2)C,p(K0))-nl J {pi*Hy,2 ' <C"*ow!C6*o. (5-9)

where

C5K0 3(l+C2)C4oM, C6Ko=f{-^fl.
k=0

Note that CSKq < 1 for k0 large enough. Thus

s — lim y Q,
\->oo ^—' ni
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exists and defines exp — Qi(t,g) Qg. Replacing Qg by a vector X e 2gfi (2>g,o vectors
with only a finite number of particles) or by a vector in the domain of e"N*, a > 0

sufficiently large, and repeating the above argument, we also find that

•é(-Qi(t,g))"
exp [-Qi(t, g)]X s- lim Y X

n=0

exists. By similar arguments, we may show that in 2>gfi for any m e Z+, tx, tme R1,

Tlexp[-QÎ(t,,g)]X exp 2®û(ti,g) X= Tl(U" exp[-Qi(0,g)]U-")X.
J (5.10)

Now let A he exp[—tPJr,g)] or exp[—j'2 PJt.g) dt]. Then A is a bounded operator and
commutes with QJt,g). This allows'us to extend the domain of the operator
cxp[—QJt,g)] from <&gy0 to vectors of the form AX (X e Q>e,o). Ü X £ @gf0, then

N (-Qt(t,g))n
exp[-QJt,g)]AX s-lim Y- \±lMILAX

w-,» £—i nl
n=0

v i-Wit-s))" vs —hm^4 y X
n^oo t—i n

n=0

Aexp[-Qi(t,g)]X. (5.11)

Therefore

A exp [-Qi(t, g)] cz exp [-Q*Jt, g)] A. (5.12)

Thus exp[-Q^,g)] is defined on vectors of the form Tli=i At Tlf-i BjX, where
X e 2>efi, Ai is as above, Bj exp[—Qi (tj,g)]- Call this set 3)'. For

exp[-Qi(t,g)]exp[-Pi'(t',g)]
we write symbolically exp[—Qi(t,g) — Pf(t',g)]- We now want to prove that for
Xeg+iAS)' andA>0

Wexp[-Qi(0,g)] U'X exp[-A(H0 + QJg))]WX. (5.13)

Using the boundedness of W we have

Wexp[-Qi(0,g)]UaX

" TJ-Ql(0,g))n Tr,vs — hm 2 V/ U X
N->tx> u=o nl

N at, t„_,
s-lim 2 H)" [dh \dt2... f dtnQJtn,g)...QJti,g)e-*»oWX

N-»co n—0 J J J
0 0 0

N
A '""'

s-lim 2 (-1)" \dtx... \ dtne-'^«QJg)e-C'-i-t«>»o

...QJg)e-c*-w>WX
e-MHn+QKtg,,WXi (514)
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which is (5.13). Note that for the second equality in (5.14), we have used lemma 4.2;
the third equality follows from the definition of QJg). The last equality follows from
the estimate (5.7) and a standard theorem on perturbations of semigroups of type (C0),
see e.g. [HP 1], page 400, corollary 1. With these preliminaries, the proof of the Feynman-
Kac formula is straightforward:

Theorem. Let the notation be as above and let X e S+,0 <t < », 0 <k < oo. Then

Wexp[-Q'J0,g) - PK(0,g)] U'X= exp[-t(H0 + QJg) + PJg))] WX.

Proof. Using (5.1), (5.10) and (5.12) we have with A tjm

Wexp[-QtJ0,g)-P'(0,g)]UtX

s - lim W \fl UkA exp [-A PJO, g)] exp [-0^(0, g)] U~kA \umi X

s - lim W{exp[-APJ0,g)] exp[-QA(0, g)]UA)m X
m->oo

s - lim{exp[-APJg)] exp[-A(H0 + QJg))]}mWX
m-»co

(using equations (5.3) and (5.13))

exp [-t(H0 + QJg) + PJg))] WX, (5.15)

which proves the theorem. To obtain the last equality in (5.15) we used the Trotter
product formula (see e.g. [Ne 2]) which is applicable because H0 + QJg), PJg) and
#o + QK(g) + PK(g) are generators of (C0) contraction semi-groups [HP 1].

6. Application : Approximate Euclidean Green's functions

In another publication [OS 2] we established a set of conditions under which the
Euclidean Green's functions may be used to define a Wightman field theory. In Chapter
7 of [OS 2] we also indicated how these conditions could possibly be verified in
constructive quantum field theories. In this section we will show how approximate (cutoff)
Euclidean Green's functions can be defined in terms of Euclidean fields. They satisfy
the axiom of symmetry and for a particular choice of the cutoffs also the positivity
axiom. Hence, if the limit 'no cutoffs' exists, the limiting Euclidean Green's functions
will still have the properties of positivity and symmetry.

As an explicit example we consider the well-known XP(9)2 model for small A. We
show that the above results combined with the contour expansion estimate, recently
established by Dimock, Glimm and Spencer ([DG 1], [GS 1], see especially Theorem 2.1

in [GS 1]), are sufficient to verify all the axioms of [OS 2] for the limiting Euclidean
Green's functions.

Let A be a measurable function on R4 with compact support, such that 0 < A < 1.

We define

V(h,K) \{X:P(0Jx)):+X' 2- ¥») Vx»(x) 0Jx)}h(x)d*x (6.1)
J X

and

V(t,g,K) V(h,K) (6.2)
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when A(x) Xio,n(xo)g(x)- Here y[m] denotes the characteristic function of the interval
[s,t]. We note that relation (5.4) may be extended to

V(h,K)=BV(M,K)*&-1. (6.3)

We define the approximate Euclidean Green's functions for a model of Yukawa plus
boson self-interaction in 4 dimensions to be

<B'nklJxx, ...xj <£<*.>(Xl)... i7(*»>(xn) e-™-*yol<.e-™-«'y0 (6.4)

where (k) (kx,...k„) and each 2<tj)(x./) is either ^(x,.) or WJ^x/) (i 1,2; ct 1,.. A),
h and k parametrize the approximation. We note that for h X[-t,ng> we have

<e-v(h,K)>o (@ e-vct.g,K) Qg: e-nt,g,K, Q^yo > 0 (65)

Now this expression is not zero since the Feynman-Kac formula shows it is equal to

||g-t(H0+PK(g)+QK(9)) £)||2

Next for fixed t, g, k let X e ê'+ he any finite linear combination of vectors Y e ë+ of
the form

Y=\ 27<*>>(Xl)... i7<"»)(x„) e-™-»-* Qgf(xx... x„) d*xx ...d*xR

n, k,, kn arbitrary,/e 7F (R4n), supp /c {0 < xXo .,< xnJ.

Then with the particular choice h Xi-t,tjg we obtain the positivity condition (E2) of
[OS 2] if we write the inequality

(BX.X) >0
in lemma (4.1) in terms of the ®„>fc>K, using relations (4.1) and (6.3). Also, since the 2's
commute or anti-commute, the symmetry condition (E3) of [OS 2] holds for the
approximate Euclidean Green's functions Sn/I|K.

With an appropriate redefinition of the Euclidean fields all the results of this paper
can be immediately obtained for space dimensions different from 3.

Consider now the example of the XP(9)2 model. The cutoff Euclidean Green's
functions are given by

<Sn,Jxx... x„) <*(Xl)... 0(x„) e-™yoKe-ycn>y0

(xt e R2) and define multilinear forms in Q?(R2)x x Co?(R2). No ultraviolet cutoff k
is needed. The Euclidean action is given by

V(h) X J: P(0(x)) : h(x) d2 x. (6.6)

We note that the definition (6.6) coincides with (1.4) of ref. [GS 1]. The following
estimates are simple consequences of the contour expansion estimate (2.9-2.10) in
[GS 1] (A sufficiently small)

\<Zn.k(fi,...f„)\<Clfl\fi\s, (6.7)
i-l

|S„,Ä1(A. • • -A) - S„.»,(/i. • • -A)I < C2e-^\ (6.8)

\&ni+n,k(fi, ¦ ¦ -fn,fna+l, ¦ ¦ -fn'+m) ~ ®n,n(fl, ¦ - -A) <5m,n(fn+l, ¦ ¦ • fn+J | < C3e~m*. (6.9)
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Here A 6 Cq(R2), Cx is a constant depending only on n. | • |, denotes some Schwartz's
norm, C2 and C3 are constants depending on n and the/,, but not on A, hx, h2. mx is some
positive constant independent of A, hx, h2, the ft and n. d is the distance from the
support of thé/, to the set where h, # h2 andf"(x) =f(x0,x, — a), (x (x0,xx)).

In ref. [GS 1] the estimates (6.8) and (6.9) are stated as theorems (1.1) and (1.3),
respectively. Now estimate (6.8) implies that

lim ©„,*(/,,...A) S„(A,...A) (6.10)
/I->1

exists and defines a multi-linear function in Cq (R2)x x Co (R2). Since estimate (6.7)
is uniform in A, we conclude that it also holds if we replace <S„ih by <Sn. Hence by the
nuclear theorem, S„ can be uniquely extended to a distribution in ^"(R2n), which we
again denote by <5„. Defining S0 1, we now verify axioms (E0-E4) of [OS 2] for
{®n}«^o- (EO) follows from ®„ e S/"(U2n). Euclidean invariance (El) follows from the
uniqueness of the limit in (6.10). Again by the uniqueness of the limit, positivity (E2)
follows from our previous discussion which showed that already the <5nh satisfy (E2)
if h is the characteristic function of any cube centred at the origin. The symmetry (E3)
is also true since it is true for <3nh. Finally the cluster property (E4) follows from (6.9),
which in addition implies the mass gap as shown in ref. [GS 1].
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